
How To Make Bubble Hash



CONCENTRATES
A form of substance which has had the majority of 

its base component removed. In the case of 
cannabis, concentrates are made up of plants oils 

and resins glands - These contain the highest 
levels of cannabinoids including THC.



What Is Bubble Hash?

Bubble hash is a concentrate made by getting the 
dried and cured bud very cold and passing the 
plant material through progressively smaller 
screens until all that’s left are the trichomes.

Bubble hash gets its name from the bubble bags 
(sieve-like screens) you use to separate the 
trichomes from the plant matter. The name “bubble 
hash” may also refer to the bubbles that form when 
bubble hash is smoked.



How To Make Bubble Hash

Things You Will Need:
25u Drying sheets
Spoons
Parchment lined baking sheet
5 Gallon buckets
Bubble bags
Paper towels
Cannabis
Bubble machine
Bag of ice



How To Make Bubble Hash

Steps:
Add ice to 220u zipper bag

Add cannabis

More ice

Zip up bag

Add bag to machine

Add water to machine

Add a little more ice

Set timer for 10 minutes and let it do it’s thing

To prepare your bags stack them in a 5 gallon bag starting with 
the 25u and ending with the 220u

Filter water from the machine through the bags in 5 gallon bucket

Pull bags from bucket one at a time

Place bag in clean bucket

Rinse to remove contaminates

Collect hash and place on 25u drying screen

Repeat this process for each bag

After all bags are done repeat entire process from beginning 
1-2 more times to ensure collection of all possible hash

Use spoon to break hash up as small as possible

Spread out on parchment lined baking sheet to dry

Repeat process for each run

Place in cool dark place for 72 hours to dry

Collect and enjoy!



How To Use Bubble Hash

Edibles

Edibles are one of the easiest and most discreet ways to consume 
cannabis - especially with bubble hash. You can mix your bubble 
hash into everything from butter and honey to tea and candy. Or 
you can even sprinkle it on top of your mid-day salad. 

Joint and Blunt

If you roll your own joints and blunts, sprinkle a dash of bubble hash 
on top before you close to add a kick of �avor and a bump of 
psychedelic e�ects to the mix. 

Bong and Pipe

After you’ve packed your bong, rub a bit of bubble hash on top to 
transform your lower grade weed to the highest quality. 

Other Methods

Bubble hash is a very versatile product. You can use it to create 
moon rock weed, add it to Thai sticks, or vaporize it in a table-top 
vaporizer or vape pen.


